


“Our own generation enjoys the legacy bequeathed to 
it by that which preceded it. We frequently know more, not 
because we have moved ahead by our own natural ability, 
but because we are supported by the strength of others, and 
possess riches that we have inherited from our forefathers. 

Bernard of Chartres used to compare us to dwarfs 
perched on the shoulders of giants. He pointed out that we 
see more and farther than our predecessors, not because 
we have keener vision or greater height, but because we 
are lifted up and borne aloft on their gigantic stature.” 

John of Salisbury, 
Metalogicon 3.4 (c. 1159)





CHRIST

EVANGELISTS, 
PAUL AND MOSES 

THOMAS

PLATO AND 
ARISTOTLE

THE CHURCH



§Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church (online 
and in Ready Reference BR95. 08 2005)

§Cambridge History of Early Christian Literature 
(Online and in Pitts Stacks: BR67. C25 2004)

§Encyclopedia of Medieval Literature (Online and in 
Woodruff Stacks PN 669 E52 20000)



§Patristic: from the Latin patres, or “Fathers”
§Late Antiquity: the centuries following the “fall” of 
Rome

§Medieval: from the Latin medi aevum, or “Middle 
Age”– also “early medieval” vs. “high medieval” vs. 
the dreaded DARK AGES



§Author’s name– in both English and the 
original language. Be specific! 

Augustine of 
Hippo

Augustine of 
Canterbury



§Author’s name– in both English and the 
original language. Be specific! 
§Titles of works– English and original language



§Who is the translator? 
§Who published this work?
§WHAT YEAR WAS THE TRANSLATION 
PRODUCED?
§What kind of translation is it?





§Translation does NOT happen in a vacuum
§ALWAYS consult introductory material and notes
§Check out reviews (ATLA/JSTOR or Marginalia)!
§Remember the cultural setting of the ORIGINAL text
§Conclusion: use multiple translations!





“Original”

Historical
commentary

Translation to 
other ancient 

language

English 
translation

Contemporary
critical edition 

The 
Translation 

Cycle







• Ante-Nicene Fathers 
have RED spines, and 
are housed in 
REFERENNCE BR60 
R62

• Nicene and Post-
Nicene Fathers have 
GREEN spines, and are 
housed in REFERENCE 
BR60 S4

• Also available online 
through CCEL



• Shelved by author, 
not as a single 
series

• Chronology runs 
from early 
Christian up 
through the 
reformation 



• Older series 
housed in 
REFERENCE BR60. 
L53

• Also shelved with 
individual topics, 
or as a CD ROM 

• Newer editions 
have the brownish 
covers



• Housed in 
REFERENCE, 
PA6156

• Green = Greek

• Red = Latin

• Also ONLINE via 
Databases at 
Emory



• Latin on the left, 
English on the 
right

• Notice the 
extensive notes, 
including 
references to 
Augustine's 
corpus and to 
other historical 
texts



• Housed in 
REFERENCE 
BR60. F3 A49

• 120 volumes so 
far, being 
updated, so 
check 
publication 
dates!



• Excerpts from 
ancient writers on 
different books of 
scripture

• Shelved according 
to the particular 
book

• Psalms: BS1430.53 
.P73 2007



• Author 
(Chrysostom)

• Excerpt  
(translation 
listed in footnote 
at the bottom)

• Title of text, with 
internal 
reference 
(section 3.5)



§Standalone or single translation– use bibliography from 
reference works or a database search 

§Topical work: a collection of excerpts by an author or 
authors on a particular topic

§Unique sub-category: entire works of Augustine in 
translation



Available 
online and in 
REFERENCE 
BR65 A5 E53











§ http://legacy.fordham.edu/halsall/index.asp

§ Ancient

§ Medieval

§ Geographic (e.g. Byzantium, Africa)

§ Topical (e.g. Judaism, Slavery, etc)





INTERNAL: Turabian 17.5.1

§ Usually have some tie to the original 
source layout, or at least to a 
relatively historical edition

§ They are STANDARDIZED regardless 
of translation, edition, or original 
language

§ Examples: book, chapter, verse, etc. 

EXTERNAL: Turabian 17.1.1.1

§ Dictated by each individual edition of 
the work

§ Are arbitrary– things like page 
numbers, which vary widely from 
translation to translation (even 
between editions in the same series) 



§Use both INTERNAL and EXTERNAL citations whenever 
possible

§ In the footnotes and in the bibliography, if possible, cite the 
series from which you got the original language text (PG, 
PL, MGH)

§Whatever format you choose, be consistent



• INTERNAL 
CITATIONS?

• EXTERNAL 
CITATIONS? 



§Footnote: Augustine, On the Trinity
1.10.20.
§Bibliography: Augustine. “On the Trinity.” 
Translated by Arthur West Haddan. In A 
Select Library of the Nicene and Post-
Nicene Fathers, edited by Philip Schaff, 
Series 1, vol. 3, 17-228. 1886. Reprint, 
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978. 



• INTERNAL 
CITATIONS?

• EXTERNAL 
CITATIONS? 



§ Section, question, article, section of article: 
Summa Theologiae,  Prima pars, question one, 
article one, reply 1 (ad = adversus)
§ST 1. q. 3. a. 1. ad. 1

§ST 1. q. 3. a. 1. ad. 1. Translation from: Brown, 
Stephen, ed. Aquinas on Faith and Reason. 
(Indianapolis, Indiana: Hackett Publishing 
Company, 1999), 131. 




